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Questions for discussion

1. What story resonated with you the most and why?
2. Does Weinstein have a theme to which he returns to over and over?
3. Is there a certain type of character that tends to crop up in many of the stories?
4. Do all the stories feel as though they are of equal “weight”? If not, what makes one story feel more significant than another?
5. Why do you think the author chose the first story to be first and the last story to be last?
6. Titles can tell you what to pay attention to; titles can set the tone of a story; titles can be mysterious until after you have finished the story, when their meaning becomes clear. What about Weinstein’s titles? What is he trying to do with them? Doe he have a “title style”?
7. A lot of stories we’ve read as children had either happy endings or trick endings of some kind, but in many ways, both of those have fallen out of literary style. Do the stories in the book then to have the same kinds of ends as each other? Where does the author leave his characters? What kind of ending do these stories have?
8. Are there particular stories you could see going on to being novels? If so, why?
9. Did you find yourself wondering about certain characters once the story was over? If so, why do you think specific ones stuck with you?
10. Do the stories in the collection tend to begin in the same way or is there variety? Are the stories slow to building with an introduction and scene-setting or do they hit the ground running?

11. Does the author tie everything up neatly in the end, or leave issues unresolved?

(Questions adapted from robinblack.net)